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Breakthrough in carton sealing from Vikela Aluvin 
 
Security sealing specialist Vikela Aluvin has taken carton sealing to the next level with the 
introduction of the newly patented SecuriTape system.  
 
With the two-roll SecuriTape system, a secondary tape or identification seal, called a 
SecuriSeal, is inserted underneath the main adhesive tape used to seal cartons. If a carton is 
tampered with, this inner security seal breaks and the carton cannot be resealed in its original 
form, says Vikela Aluvin MD Kevin Norwitz. 
 
A special printing wheel prints the SecuriSeal tape with unique company information only as 
it is being applied to the carton, to ensure printed rolls of tape cannot be swapped or stolen. 
Printing wheels can be uniquely coded, for instance with departmental or product codes, 
dates, etc. “By regularly changing this printed information, security is greatly enhanced,” says 
Norwitz. 
 
In addition to a mobile hand dispenser unit available from Vikela Aluvin, the SecuriTape 
system can be attached to existing high-volume automatic and semi-automatic sealing 
machinery. It is suitable for tapes from 48 mm to 72 mm wide and all consumables, including 
primary sealing tape, SecuriSeal printing wheels and ink refills, are supplied by Vikela Aluvin. 
 
The system is intended for use on any cardboard box with high-value contents, for instance in 
the FMCG sector and pharmaceutical industry. “The SecuriTape system delivers strength, 
security and a professional image, roll after roll, and the price of the two rolls compares 
favourably with that of normal printed tape,” says Norwitz. 
 
The SecuriTape system is the latest innovation available from Vikela Aluvin, which is also the 
sole distributor in Southern Africa for E.J. Brooks, ITW Envopak and Mega Fortris, three of 
the largest security sealing companies in the world. 
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The new two-roll SecuriTape sealing system provides improved carton security  
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